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Sermon for January 28, 2018 

Authority 

Mark 1:21-28 and 1 Corinthians 8:1-13 

The Reverend Roger Pancost 

When I was a child there were three for-profit networks on television, ABC,             
NBC and CBS. Every evening millions of Americans would tune into one of these              
networks to listen to the evening news. We trusted that what was being reported              
was an accurate representation of the day’s events.  

For many people, news anchor, Walter Cronkite, was considered one of the            
most trusted figures in the United States. For nineteen years he was the prominent              
news voice in America. If Uncle Walter, as he was affectionately called, said it,              
most people believed it. 

My how times have changed! Today we not only have countless sources of             
news, there is much debate about who can be trusted to provide truthful             
information. At every level of our society discussions are being had regarding what             
is “truth” and who has “authority” to speak the truth. Questions are being raised as               
to which sources of information can be trusted and which ones are biased. Many              
people are left wondering who they should turn to as the authority on various              
issues. 

This question of who has authority is at the heart of this morning’s reading              
from Mark. This passage begins with Jesus, and his newly called disciples,            
entering the village of Capernaum. For centuries the people in this village have             
turned to the Scribes as the authorities on all matters having to do with religion.  

And then along comes a thirty-year-old nobody named, Jesus, who changes           
everything. Without having been given authority by anyone, Jesus begins to teach            
about the scriptures. In an ironic twist of fate, those in attendance are astounded              
because Jesus teaches as one having authority, and not as the scribes. When Jesus              
frees a man from his inner demon, the people are amazed and ask one another,               
“What is this? A new teaching with authority!” 

Authority means having the right, or the power, to do something. The people             
recognize that Jesus’ authority comes from something other than book-learning, or           
tradition. Although the story does not explicitly state it, Jesus authority comes from             
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God. This means that Jesus has the right to interpret the scriptures, and Jesus has               
the power to heal those who are afflicted and bring them back into community. 

While it is one thing for the people of Capernaum to recognize the authority              
that Jesus has, it is another thing for those of us living in the 21st century to                 
recognize authority in others. How do we know who to give authority to? Who              
should we trust? 

In an article he wrote five years ago Charles Green addresses these            
questions. Knowing how difficult it can be to determine who we should trust Mr.              
Green offers four virtues of authority that an individual can look for. With each of               
these virtues he offers a set of reflection questions. Although Mr. Green comes             
from a business background, these insights can be applied to a broader spectrum of              
trust and authority. (How Can You Know Whom to Trust? January 3, 2012, Charles Green, Free                
Issues of Forbes) 

The first virtue that Mr. Green uplifts is “Credibility.” He suggests           
reflecting on the following questions when striving to determine someone’s          
credibility: Do you think the person speaks truthfully? More importantly than not            
lying, do they speak the whole truth? Are they transparent? Are their credentials             
readily present and do you understand them? Can they answer your questions in             
ways you can understand? Mr. Green goes on to say, “While all this may sound               
objective, there’s an important subjective component of credibility as well: do you            
believe the person?”   

This subjectivity is demonstrated in the story of Jesus teaching and healing            
in the synagogue in Capernaum. We are not told in this story why the people               
believe that Jesus has authority. It is implied that the people sense something about              
Jesus that makes him trustworthy.  

The second virtue offered by Mr. Green is “Reliability.” He asks: Can you            
depend on this person to do what they say they’ll do? Do they have a track record                 
with you? If not with you, can they demonstrate a track record with others, as in                
references? 

According to our biblical story, Jesus’ fame spread throughout the region of            
Galilee following his visit to the synagogue in Capernaum. This means people            
gave first-hand accounts of what they had witnessed. This meant that people in             
other communities had a sense of Jesus’ authority before they even met him. 
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When we are determining if someone is reliable we can learn about them             
from other people. Does this person have a positive track record with others? 

The third virtue offered is “Intimacy”:  Does the person listen to you in a              
way that makes you feel heard? Do you feel they are being open with you? Do you                 
feel the interaction is two-way? According to Mr. Green: It is okay to answer this               
question with emotional responses because part of trust is emotional. 

In Bible Study this past week I asked the participants how they determine if              
someone has legitimate authority. One individual shared her belief that if someone            
is willing to be questioned, they have positive authority. If the person is not willing               
to be questioned they have negative authority.  

The fourth virtue is: Other-Orientation. Is the person focused on them self           
or on you? Whose interests do they seem to have at heart? Is the conversation               
largely one-sided? Do you feel your questions are being heard and answered, or             
being deftly handled and disposed of?  

The virtue of “Other-orientation” is the subject of our reading from First            
Corinthians. In this letter the Apostle Paul addresses the religious issue of whether             
or not a person should eat meat that has been sacrificed to an idol. The religious                
purist of the day would say that you should never eat such meat.  

Paul believes that because idols are not real, there is nothing wrong with this              
practice. And yet, despite having this belief, Paul chooses to avoid eating such             
meat in order to not hurt the faith of another person. As a leader, Paul demonstrates                
what it means to be “other oriented.” 

In that same letter Paul states that knowledge puffs up, but love builds up.              
For me this is the greatest test of anyone’s credibility as an authority: Do the words                
and actions of that individual build other people up? As Jesus demonstrates, the             
power of authority should always be used for the good of others.  

Reflecting on these four virtues can help us determine who we will give             
authority to, and who we will trust. These virtues can also be used to reflect on the                 
authority that each one of us has. As you think about your relationships with other               
people, ask yourself: Do I have credibility? Am I reliable? Do I listen to others?               
Am I other oriented? Do I help to build other people up? 

Things have gotten much more complex since the time of my childhood. Not             
only are there hundreds of television networks; much information is being shared            
through the internet and social media. We are living in a time when many people               
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are wondering who they should trust. This makes it even more important for each              
one of us to take the time to reflect on who we give authority to. May God guide us                   
as we navigate making these important decisions. Amen. 

 

 

 

 

 


